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Tyson Devany is twelve years old. His entire clan was incarcerated during a ruthless 
coup. One day he will seek them out and regain their freedom. But for now, he’s a 
STONERUNNER.

When he finds an ancient war robot in the Ruins, Tyson believes his future is set. He 
will enter the robot into the Arena Fights held around the world, and with the prize 
money, buy the help of mercenaries to save his family. But there’s one thing Tyson 
hasn’t considered. Can he ever really control a war robot, or is it just using him to 
complete its ancient mission?
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In a distant future, Tyson, a highly skilled boy 
of twelve stares out over the ruins of an ancient 
civilisation. Ours. Ahead of him, tree choked masonry 
and the rusted steel skeletons of skyscrapers give 
way to a massive open-pit excavation. Machines 
dig into the ruins, searching for something. Tyson 
triggers his digital head-gear to relay holographic 
images.

A glint catches his eye through the image receptor: a 
Prowler, one of the vicious panther-like cybernetics 
that guard the highly sought-after ‘ancient tech’. He 
follows and after nearly getting ripped apart as it 
turns on him, he overloads its circuits. Along with 
other valuable parts he jams its power core into his 
backpack. Time to go back to camp. 

Far from the Ruins, standing in the centre of the 
massive Ares Arena, Delacorte surveys his people, a 
subjugated population. Massive robots with their 
owners wait on the arena floor, ready to fight. His 
revolution over the Old-Guard was only the start. 
He is building a new history: he needs warriors. The 
robots start battling for the honour of joining his 
elite, the Wardens. 

Tyson returns to his home, the Stonerunner Camp. 
Stonerunners under this new regime of suppression, 
make an illegal living by scavenging tech from the 
ruins, trading and moving on. He hides the Prowler 

parts, then gives the images of the pit-mine to Octavio, a grizzled war-veteran, 
his mentor and guardian. Octavio is amazed by the news of the Prowler and 
starts questioning him about where he found it. ‘It seems we may depose 
Delacorte yet’, he says. 

Tyson goes off to find Kishen, his best friend at an estuary by a wide canal. He 
wants to tell her of his encounter with the Prowler and of Octavio’s renewed 
enthusiasm to deal with Delacorte and perhaps find his parents. He says 
Octavio has not finished mentoring him in the art of combat strategy and 
Octavio’s risky recon ‘missions’ into the ruins is a great excuse to find this kind 
of hi-tech salvage. One day he’ll have enough currency to hire mercenaries to 
help Octavio find his parents.  And speaking of currency… 

Nearby there’s a scratch-fight in a small field. One of the locals has pitted his 
robot against Ghan Rico’s machine and the two robots are slamming each other 
around the field. It’s no secret that Ghan is suspected of being an undercover 
agent and one of Delacorte’s head Wardens. He thinks he’s a skilled fighter, 
though he is more incompetent than skilled and his machine always drains 
power - the perfect buyer for Tyson’s Prowler core. But when he tries to sell it, 
Ghan won’t to pay up front. Tyson walks away. Ghan is so furious that he makes 
a secret call to the Wardens. 

Later in the day a jet descends on the Stonerunner camp. Delacorte himself 
stalks out and barks at his Wardens to scour the area. They find Tyson’s hidden 
Prowler parts. Delacorte’s attitude goes up a notch. Octavio tells Tyson to run 
for the Ruins and Ghan starts chasing him. Delacorte decides to send a message 
about stealing from the ruins. 

Tyson loses Ghan as he hears him crash and stumble through crumbling 
masonry in the distance. He ends up where he first found the Prowler. Hearing 

yet another Prowler, he runs for his life. He soon gets lost among an intricate 
maze of tunnels. Finding a large hole in a collapsed ceiling he leaps down 
into a massive vaulted chamber – some kind of ancient cache with suspended 
cryogenic chambers and inter-linked data systems. Moving through this large 
cavern the floor starts to illuminate beneath him as body-heat sensors also 
trigger remote power systems around him.

A holographic screen awakens and projects some kind of historic information. 
Watching in amazement for a short spell, he is startled as a cybernetic howl 
shrieks out from the darkness – another Prowler. He hastily induces a data 
download to a glint screen on his wrist then bolts towards the nearest possible 
exit.  The Prowler leaps and screeches after him. Racing into a dead-end alcove, 
he pulls a deft parkour manoeuvre to avoid its deadly lunge, as it leaps, then 
smashes heavily through a wall, revealing a well-disguised anti-chamber.

Tyson is trapped by falling rubble. Just as he’s about to be killed by the Prowler, 
a massive high-tech, humanoid Robot looms out from the shadows; firing off 
its laser beam-weaponry, it instantly destroys the Prowler – just as suddenly, 
the giant Robot’s power seems to fade. 

As it’s power drains, Tyson feels the Prowler’s power core in his backpack; 
thermally heating up it begins to glow. As he pulls it from his bag a small 
Spider-Bot about the size of his hand, leaps out from the rubble and snatches 
the core. The Robot with the inscription RV (Arvee) holds out its mighty hand 
and the spider-bot returns to place the core into it. Sparks flash and the Robot 
seems to power up again. It lurches forward to the shattered Prowler beside 
him – its core also glows. Tyson lunges backwards to avoid the second energy 
blast and falls. The robot swiftly catches him. As they touch, Tyson is unaware 
of the subtle glow emitted from the area where they both connected. There is 
seemingly some kind of bond with Tyson and the immense Robot .
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Tyson names him Arvee and together they leave the ruins during a heavy 
thunderstorm and head back to the safety of the Stonerunner Camp. The 
deluge of rain, washes off the grime of eons and Arvee turns to a gleaming 
white ceramic giant. 

They arrive to discover the smoking tangled wreckage of the Stonerunner Camp.
Sunken barges, broken haulers and shattered caravans. There is no movement 
but for a dark figure struggling to move a large, fallen war-bot. It’s Kishen. She 
shrieks at the sight of Arvee  looming behind Tyson, regains her composure 
then shouts for him to help. Underneath, Octavio wearily struggles to push off 
the war-bot. Meanwhile Arvee and the spider-bot move about siphoning power 
from all the other devices.

Octavio stares in stunned silence. Kishen tells them that her parents and the 
rest have been taken away as prisoners on transporters. 

It appears Tyson has at last found the mighty high-tech war robot both Octavio 
and Delacorte have been desperately seeking. Octavio tells him it’s now time 
to use this robot to turn the tide against Delacorte and his oppressive regime 
before it’s too late. They must locate the Old Guard quickly.

 ‘Are you willing to fight, son?” he asks, ‘really fight?” Tyson is. 

The three of them with Arvee  and his spider-bot in tow, head to Canaltown: 
the bustling hub of a sprawling canal network. They need to book passage 
on a barge. Along the way Octavio tells them of the Old Guard and Avani, his 
mysterious contact – and that she can help them. 

They are constantly delayed by Arvee and his spider-bot ’s comical antics as they 
collectively syphon power from anywhere they can along their journey – their 
disruption constantly drawing unwanted attention. 

In a quiet moment in the moonlight by a canal, Tyson plays back some of the 
visual data from his glint screen. It helps to explain his origins and purpose. He 
flicks it off as Kishen walks up beside him. Lost in her own thoughts, she had 
not noticed the display as she sits down beside him. Tyson comforts her and 
promises to get her parents back from Delacorte somehow. 

Meanwhile back in his compound, Delacorte learns about Tyson from Ghan. 
He tells his Wardens to find the boy, and rewards Ghan by making him Head 
Warden. Ghan tells him he has overheard Tyson plan to free his parents who 
were captured in his revolution and incarcerated somewhere. Delacorte makes 
out he is unaware of who they are.

On their arrival at Canaltown, Octavio goes to an old associate’s safe house 
to bunk down while he gathers the necessary equipment for their journey to 
Avina. When Tyson and Kishen sneak out to explore the marketplace, Arvee 
tags along behind, unknown to them. It doesn’t take long until Wardens spot 
them.

Hearing the commotion, Octavio rushes back as Tyson leaps up on Arvee to 
lead them away from the other two on a merry chase through the city. Arvee 
seems to draw power from him, and pistons even faster through the streets, 
annihilating all enemy machines that get in their way - until Tyson almost 
blacks out. Using the last of his strength he guides Arvee to the canal barge 
to rejoin Kishen and Octavio in hiding. As he slumps across Arvee’s shoulder in 
utter fatigue, he is unaware that his glint-screen drops from his wrist. 

Octavio has programmed information on the probable location of Avani’s 
headquarters. It will be a long and dangerous journey by barge and on foot, 
through unfamiliar terrain all the way to the Coast. 

On the barge, Tyson realises he has lost his glint-screen. In panic, he explains 
to Octavio what he saw. Octavio is shocked and concerned at this loss of highly 
secretive information. He decides he must reveal the purpose of Delacorte’s 
coup and why the Old Guard were deposed, Stonerunners’ subjugated and 
the significance of Tyson’s parents. He tells Kishen that Tyson’s father was the 
Imperial Leader of the Triumvirate that controlled all the States through the 
Old Guard and that if Delacorte should ever find out who he had captured, 
it would destroy any possibility of finally deposing him. And if Tyson’s glint-
screen fell into the wrong hands it would be an unmitigated disaster.

He does not tell them of an even greater calamitous situation – being the 
potential discovery of their interstellar transmitter.

The four-and-a-half-some strengthen their bonds as they encounter multi-
cultural tribes along the way who live under immediate threat of Delacorte’s 
robots and Wardens stationed among them. Arvee seems to enjoy each 
encounter, as it decimates enemy War-bots and knocks out their machinery 
to maintain its power supply.

On a narrow strip of sand leading to an island off the coast, deep underwater 
in a sunken skyscraper, they find Avani’s secret Lab. They don’t notice 
Ghan watching from afar. Avani, old, feisty and sharp, identifies Arvee as a 
Symbiote: an ancient Guardian technology that merges robotics and biology; 
built to thwart capture and use by ‘humankind’. Tyson and Kishen immediately 
startled, snap back, asking what she means by ‘humankind’. Ignoring them, 
she taps into Arvee’s holographic memory, showing the robot in its prime, 
decimating enemy forces. It’s supported by swarms of Prowlers. This is the 
weapon they’ve been hoping for. This robot could penetrate Delacorte’s 
heavily fortified stronghold and central command, where he also keeps his 
hostages. With any luck, it may help to regain control from this tyrannous 

dictator. Tyson begins training. 

Soon after they start, Avani’s base is attacked and they have to make a hasty 
escape as it floods. Scouring through the footage of the attack, Delacorte is 
furious that his Wardens were so clumsy. He wants Tyson alive. He wants that 
robot. 

They retreat to the Arena in the small fishing town of Mirage. They deduce 
Delacorte must know they have the Symbiote. They have to make their move 
now. 

Octavio leaves to scout Delacorte’s compound, while Tyson begins honing his 
combat skills with Arvee against Wardens on Delacorte’s patrols. The spider-
bot annoys the heck out of him. Tyson finds Arvee is holding back and won’t 
attack defenseless targets and as a result, he is almost killed. However Arvee 
suddenly transforms to protect him and thus begins the special Symbiotic 
connection between Arvee and Tyson where he becomes bound to the robot. 

Octavio returns and outlines his plan for an attack on Delacorte’s compound. 
Avani assembles some well-hidden troops and transport carriers to execute 
the mission. 

To their amazement, Arvee initiates the attack of its own accord and 
effortlessly blasts through Delacorte’s defences. Soon they’re breaking out 
prisoners. Kishen’s family is freed along with other Stonerunners and political 
prisoners. Tyson is now finally in sync with Arvee and while taking down the 
remaining Wardens and entrapping Delacorte, a jet screams into view and 
hovers overhead. Delacorte laughs in his face and points to the jet. Tyson 
looks up as his parents are pushed precariously out of an open side-bay door 
on a harness. 
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Leaping down off Arvee he runs towards them. A stray missile clips the jet and 
it spins out of control into the distance, crashing beyond a ridge. 

Tyson whips around screaming in despair at Delacorte and Arvee quickly loses its 
power. Tyson spots this terrible lapse in his guard, but as he rushes back towards 
the weakened robot he’s immediately pounced on by Delacorte’s Wardens and 
forced to surrender. The robot is subdued and Tyson slumps forward in total 
defeat. His parents are gone. 

Later, under excruciating agony, the symbiote-bond that has formed between 
Tyson and Arvee is now broken. Reeling in pain from the break, Tyson blearily 
spies Ghan in an electro-magnetic body chamber attached to the robot, as a 
new bonding attempt is in progress. 

Tyson is forced to tell Delacorte where he found the robot. Now demoralised 
and totally defeated, he is dragged through the compound towards Delacorte’s 
jet when Octavio launches a desperate counter attack to save him. In a rapid 
dash, Tyson is rescued just as Delacorte’s squadron gets airborne. Missiles rain 
down around them as they retreat. 

Next morning, Tyson listens in to war plans. Avani paces the staging area of the 
Mirage-Arena like the General she is, revealing that Delacorte has re-doubled 
his efforts on the excavations for old tech. Now that he no longer appears 
to have prisoners as hostages, they’re free to act. She reveals that after the 
revolution, the Old Guard went into hiding - every Arena in every town is a 
stronghold of war-bots and ex military. Time to strike. Without the robot, they 
must count on Delacorte’s ineffective Wardens and Prowler control mechanisms 
to out manoeuvre him. And Tyson, who has now lost everything, wants revenge. 
Kishen comforts him, feeling his pain. 

While the secret militias launch attacks on Wardens in every town, Avani leads 
a direct attack on Delacorte at the Ruins. 

The fighting is massive and deadly. Huge war-bots pummel each other as 
Avani’s military forces push back Delacorte’s arena-thugs at the Ruins. Tyson 
and Kishen are in the thick of it, leading them to the Cache where Tyson found 
Arvee. Meanwhile reports come in that Delacorte’s Wardens in the towns have 
been taken by surprise and are being routed. 

Finally Delacorte is surrounded – and once again faces defeat. But he smirks: 
think about the relationship between Prowlers and the robot, he says. At his 
command a group of Prowlers emerge. Tyson sees Ghan and Arvee appear from 
the shadows. Back in the ancient wars, Prowlers were support forces for the 
symbiote war-machines. Control the robot - control the Prowlers. And an army 
of Prowlers would be unstoppable. Tyson yells at Arvee to help but it stands 
aside, as they’re overwhelmed. 

Captured and blind-folded, they find themselves in the centre of Ares Arena, 
a victorious Delacorte crowing to the scared crowd from his podium. Massive 
screens show his army of Prowlers decimating Avani’s forces. The time has come 
to remove the complacent cancer of the Old Guard once and for all, he says. 

On cue, Arvee enters the arena to attack them. 

But it’s resisting Ghan’s frantic instructions. Tyson runs to it, shouting out for 
it to remember… remember it’s choices… it’s historic protection of innocent 
humankind… as visualised in the holograms. He puts his hand over the burning 
hot muzzle of the robot’s ray gun, grimacing with the pain.  Ghan writhes 
and struggles then goes totally limp – his core energy is completely sapped. 
Seeing the robot’s hesitation, Delacorte orders the Prowlers to attack Tyson. 

They stream into the arena bounding towards him. Knowing that Tyson will 
be killed Arvee flicks the lifeless Ghan across the arena then rapidly envelops a 
liquid, shield-like armour around Tyson. 

Together they dispatch the Prowlers and a short blast from Arvee topples 
Delacorte from his podium. He crashes to the Arena floor. Screens around the 
arena show the Prowlers stopping, motionless, or retreating back to the ruins. 
Burning with revenge, Tyson drops from the robot to take on Delacorte.

The fight is sharp and intense, but finally Tyson overcomes him with a headlock 
and stranglehold taught to him by Octavio – he could easily snap Delacorte’s 
neck in an instant. Tyson’s rage subsides as he considers where his killing of 
Delacorte will lead. He abruptly dumps him gasping for breath, spins on his 
heel and walks away. Delacorte springs to his feet ready to attack Tyson from 
behind, when Arvee steps in and looms threateningly above him. Immediately 
he runs for his life across the arena and is spotted by a host of lurking Prowlers. 
With an ever-so-subtle nod from Arvee, they quickly barrel towards him. 
Delacorte looks back horrified - his screams echo throughout the arena.

That night, as the nation celebrates its freedom from Delacorte, Octavio 
informs Tyson and Kishen they must travel immediately by jet to Canaltown; 
Avani has a very important mission. Disembarking on the lonely outskirts of 
town, they clamber down under a huge canal bridge to a hidden entrance. 
Sensing immanent danger, Arvee blasts open the heavy retaining door and an 
entire wall. Shouts and cheers can be heard inside and within seconds a stream 
of people flood out through the gaping hole. 

Tyson’s hears Octavio’s shrill whistle cut through the noise and turns to see him 
rushing forward with two people. His parents. In shock he hugs Kishen, blushes 

- then runs into the throng, his face beaming as he finally has his parents back at 

last. The family all embrace – tearfully rejoicing in their reunion as everyone 
cheers. 

While Tyson reunites with his parents, Octavio tells Kishen how they were 
saved when their harness broke free, throwing them out on initial impact. 

Arvee and the spider-bot appear and awkwardly stoop beside Tyson and 
his parents, scanning and taking it all in. It places its long heavy arm onto 
Tyson’s shoulder and a small energy pulse illuminates them on contact. Tyson 
suddenly lunges forward giving his robot a big hug. The energy pulse shines 
intensely and illuminates the area with a bright flash. Avani appears behind 
them smiling. It will be alright now….  or will it?
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Tyson Devany. Two years earlier, Tyson’s entire family was captured and incarcerated 
during a brutal political coup. Just before this happened his parents as Leaders of 
The Triumvirate, placed him into the guardianship of Octavio, their highly trained 
military tactician, a Guardian Elite now living under the auspices of a Stonerunner 
in the trusted clan of Mendez Salvà, leader of the largest Stonerunner caravan.

Now Tyson is twelve, and still lives with Octavio and the Salvà family, a clan that 
can trace its heritage back to the Romani Guardians of ancient Europe.

In the two years he’s had with them, Tyson has become brave as well as smart, and 
is naturally quick and intuitive. The downside to this is that he doesn’t know his 
strength and limits and ends up making trouble for himself and others. He’s an 
optimist and hasn’t felt the need to plan – until now. His training under the Royal 
stewardship of Octavio has made him quick witted and impulsive in a less than 
regal way. Perhaps because of the capture of his real family he doesn’t like being 
in a room with only one way out.

He pays his way by scavenging nearby Ruins for rare tech and parts that he’s meant 
to pass onto Kishen, who is in charge of repairs and preparing scrap for sale, but 
sometimes he secretly sells the parts directly to passing caravans. Despite this, 
Tyson has never stolen from his adopted family and does his best to help them any 
way he can.

Tyson is friendly and has a quick smile and good way with traders who come by. 
His natural curiosity leads him to meet many new people, and he’s always keen to 
hear the news at whatever new place he arrives, in the hope that any information 
might lead to the whereabouts and status of his parents.

But in the quiet times, when he’s by himself, the smile fades. He promised himself 
that he will free his family, and he’s never going to stop looking for a way to make 
that happen.

STONERUNNER is a story about family, and what Tyson Devany does to save his. It’s about friendship, a strange and powerful meeting 
of minds that occurs when Tyson re-energises the life of a sophisticated ancient war machine. It’s about choice, freedom and 
optimism in the face of all the odds.

Tyson must learn the ancient craft of symbiotic bonding with war machines such as his robot, to buy freedom for his family clan 
through winning Arena Tournaments – if he can get there… 

Along the way under guardianship of Octavio, he must help thwart a brutal assault on Stonerunner caravans by vicious regional 
Wardens, scour ruins of abandoned cities to seek long-forgotten but desperately sought after super-tech military caches and 
meanwhile, stay out of the clutches of Delacorte, a brutal dictator, leader of the coup and self-appointed head of the Triumvirate, 
who wants to capture and control this machine for himself.
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Kishen Salvà.  The daughter of Mendez and Leandra, Kishen is roughly Tyson’s 
age. She acts as the family-caravan’s engineer and it’s her job to keep the walkers 
moving, fix anything that needs fixing and keep the barges watertight and mobile. 
She has a natural talent for mechanics and circuit sculpting. Kishen looks after her 
tools and is fiercely protective of them - heaven help the poor soul that touches 
one of her spanners. She genuinely loves her job but the bane of her life is always 
having to crawl into small spaces in order to free up frozen parts, with a close 
second being somehow responsible for rounding up the walkers when they go 
wandering.

Although she is Tyson’s best friend, she doesn’t know of his origins.

Tyson’s life is saved by an abandoned war machine, deep in the Ruins, but 
what he doesn’t know is that he’s stumbled across one of the most dangerous 
robots ever created - a Symbiot.

The Robot has been offline for countless centuries. It may or may not 
remember its original mission, which was to locate and destroy enemy forces. 
Who that enemy was or even why the war was fought is unknown in this new 
era.

One of the things that makes this Robot so dangerous is that it is strategic. It 
learns quickly and can make smart tactical decisions on the fly. It catches its 
enemies off guard. The machine is also able to reconfigure itself to suit its 
environment.

Not really one machine at all, the Robot is a composite of its parts and is able 
to disassemble and reassemble into a swarm of smaller machines, or rebuild 
itself into custom shapes, but because of its age, the process isn’t elegant 
and sometimes fails. It makes up for this by learning, and has the ability to 
infiltrate other machines in the arena in order to decode them and learn new 
techniques, forms and tactics.

There are benefits to both Tyson and the Robot in entering the Arena 
competitions. What Tyson gets is the prize money to hire mercenaries to 
locate and help him free his family. What the Robot gets is to learn about the 
new world it has been brought into, and to re-define itself with modernised 
skills it decodes from the machines it conquers in the fights. Unfortunately 
things don’t go to plan as Arena fighting eludes them both with bigger stakes 
at hand.
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Octavio Gironell. Ex military. Bodyguard, tactician and guardian to Tyson, Octavio 
is a scarred fighter with a strong moral compass. A part of The Guardian Elite 
and military commander of the Old Guard, he spent ten years infiltrating the 
Wardens, the military/police force of the City States before finally returning to the 
Triumvirate and eventual protection of the Stonerunner Caravans. There are a lot 
of things he doesn’t talk about, but he’s proud of his service and believes in duty. 
Octavio is the first to understand the potential and possible history of the Robot 
that Tyson brings back. He may not recognise the Robot at first, but he’s well aware 
of military history, his Guardian stewardship of Earth, and knows of the purges 
against the war machines in the past, and just how dangerous they were reputed 
to be. He now defends the family-caravan from bandits when they occasionally 
attack, and teaches Tyson self-defence and military tactics, while he marks time 
secretly planning counter-activities to regain the Triumvirate.

New Dictator of the Triumvirate. Leader of the devastating coup that overthrew 
the Old Guard, he paved the way for his New World Order of total oppression. Thin, 
aesthetic, viciously smart and tenacious, Delacorte works alone or in small teams 
to make sure nothing upsets the balance of his so-called civilised society. Self-
appointed as the new head of the Triumvirate, the once autonomous group of the 
highest elected Governors and Judges of the three City States, all now deposed, he 
rules his new appointees with a ruthless brutality never seen before. Delacorte is a 
powerful man, with vast resources that he can mobilise rapidly. Notwithstanding, 
he reengineered the Prowler technology to usurp total control over them. Almost 
nobody knows him. Those that do, fear him. He has a secret agenda though that 
not even the new Triumvirate knows about - and he must have that Robot at all 
costs. So Tyson and his followers get onto his radar very quickly.
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Lethal, deadly killing machines, these formidable Prowlers were crafted to exterminate all that crossed their path.

Mendez Salvà and his family have broken away from the main group of Stonerunners 
to support Tyson in his mission, since they know of his origins. Mendez is in his late 
forties, cheerful and a natural leader. He wins the trust of other travellers quickly 
and is almost always able to do a good deal selling the parts they find in the Ruins. 
Mendez used to be the leader, chief negotiator and arbitrator for the large caravan 
they have just left. His diplomatic skills often get them out of trouble.

Leandra Salvà.  Navigator and captain when the caravan is on the canals, Leandra 
is married to Mendez and a doctor by training. She’s highly educated, and knows 
how to use the Forum to their best advantage. Leandra was city born and chose to 
move away from the ease of urban life to be with Mendez.  Her decision, along with 
Mendez’s, to help Tyson in his quest caused a huge disruption to their former caravan 
because it meant they would have to go to the cities for medical care.

As with the Old Guard, Stonerunners originate from the second tier of the Guardians 
of EFRON, protectors of Earth for many millennia.  They were electively endowed by 
the Old Guard elders to ensure that superior Guardian technology does not find its 
way into the hands of mankind after The Great Upheaval, the historic cataclysmic war 
that turned Artificial Intelligence against mankind. They are chartered to protect 
the Ruins and deal in superficial technology or ‘salvage’ so as to divert scavengers 
away from hidden caches deep underground.
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When Tyson brought back the Robot and began his mission, Mendez and his 
family decided to leave the main group in order to support him. Traditionally 
the Stonerunners as designated second-tier Guardians, work and trade along 
the border of the Ruins, following a centuries old circuit that brings them into 
contact with other travellers and traders along the vast network of canals, 
keeping them in touch with the progress of mankind. These canals were 
excavated to make the passage easier for Caravans to traverse the Wastelands 
and inter-connected towns, so all the barges are amphibious. For Mendez and 
his family, the decision to break away from the others wasn’t easy.

There are three ‘barges’ in the Salvà Caravan, a home barge, where the Salvàs live, 
Octavio Gironell’s own barge and the ‘tool shop’, a small barge at the rear which 
contains all the spare parts and machinery needed to keep the Caravan and its 
Walkers going. It is this final barge that Tyson calls home, having found a small 
                     space for himself amidst the clutter of engines, scrap and parts.

Walkers are four or six legged machines that tow the barges in a Caravan 
over roads or canals. The Walkers are heirlooms, handed down generation 
after generation, highly decorated and moving links to a family’s own history. 
Unfortunately they are stupid machines and constantly wander off or break 
down. They are programmed with a basic herding algorithm which means if 
one goes missing, they all go missing. It is a favourite kid’s game to lead them 
off track and try to get them confused. They are nearly as smart as sheep. Who 
knows, in another millennia they may be!

Although every citizen of Earth has rights and are served through the Old 
Guard by the Wardens, Stonerunners have had their rights usurped after the 
Coup. Caravans are often raided by bandits, though many believe these are 
Delacorte’s new Wardens in disguise. Now every Stonerunner knows how to 
fight.

By the middle of the second millennium, earth was in a state of relative peace and 
quietude. Believing their current objectives were fulfilled, the Guardians began to 
congregate at their purpose-built Departure City, to begin a stealthy migration back 
to the stars and EFRON. But mankind was surreptitiously attracted to their hi-tech city, 
its tranquillity and ‘other worldliness’. Severe overcrowding ensued over centuries, 
frustrating clandestine attempts by the Guardian Elite to secretly exit via spacecraft 
bunkered deep underground.

Earth groaned under the weight of thirty five billion souls, crammed into warrens 
with no real hope of happiness or long term survival. The technology of vacuum 
sculpting was discovered and with that, energy and materials sciences blossomed 
into a solution that could save everyone. A simultaneous, unpredictable consequence 
was that Artificial Intelligence uncovered the Guardians and their planned migration 
through meticulous algorithmic deduction and set about a construct to impede 
their exodus. It was a catastrophic outcome. No one knows for sure how it occurred. 
The world erupted in a nuclear holocaust – devastating the planet and the few 
who survived. History depicts it as an engineered attempt by AI to both annihilate 
mankind and its Guardians and destroy the enabling technology to inter-galactic 
travel. It succeeded.

The Earth today is beautiful, flourishing with resplendent, regenerating 
landscapes. No longer crowded, you can almost hear the sky sigh with relief. 
Technology is ubiquitous and on the whole, benign. The atmosphere is seeded 
with ‘Glints’ which are quantum vacuum energy particles used to transmit light 
and encoded in the light, data. This means that information is everywhere, but 
wisdom as always is hard to come by.

The ultimate successor to the web, the Forum is the networked and connected 
augmented reality layer where humans and AI simulations can meet as 
equals. It is a social touch point, a hub of government, media, translation and 
communication.

Cities are sparse and largely independent, having become States in their own 
rights. These City States agree to a common set of basic laws, but beyond 
that they are independent. They contribute to a common police force called 
Wardens who maintain the laws under the watchful eye of the Old Guard. A high 
court called the Triumvirate settles intra-city disputes and matters of global 
importance. All the cities agree to be bound by the decisions of the Triumvirate 
which is controlled by the ruling Elite Guardians – the foremost Leaders being 
Tyson’s parents.   

The problem is that the Triumvirate is now directly controlled by Delacorte: a 
vicious non-Guardian dictator who eliminates all who defy him.
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Future Earth has been transformed into a place of contrasts, of divides 
between the ultra rich and the very poor. Graceful City States span rivers 
and lakes, gleaming like gems surrounded by the greens of farmlands and 
forests, whilst nearby vast tracts of Ruined Old Cities slowly fall to rubble. 
The culture of this future world is reminiscent of ancient Rome, where 
the ruling Elite live lives of power and luxury, supported by the police. 
Now captives comprise the majority of the workforce. This is not how the 
Guardians want it, but they must let humankind take its course once more.

The entertainment of the age, the greatest spectator sport and the 
path to wealth for many of the competitors is the Arena. Every town 
and city has its own, the greatest being the Ares Complex at the heart 
of Departure City. The Arenas are the hub of sporting culture and the 
place where robots battle each other on behalf of their owners. Arena battles vary widely, from micro-bot gladiatorial fights through 

to battles between giant mechanised behemoths, all codes finding 
their own kind of avid followers. Battles may be scored, or the 
outcomes based on certain criteria, or even (the most popular) where 
the winning team is based on the last surviving bot standing. The only 
consistent rules are that the bots must be autonomous and no human 
can be harmed or even endangered in the fighting.
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Whether by fluke or fate, Tyson stumbles across a maze of cavernous chambers concealled deep underground, which  
appear to be part of the massive caches of hidden military super-tech of the old world, more than a millenneum ago.
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Unlike the new Cities, where architecture is literally projected as stable force-
fields that people can move through and use in any form they please, the Ruins 
are the ugly reminder of the Earth’s violent recent past. 

Faced with the unbearable burden of housing thirty five billion people, 
cities had become vast, ugly sprawling complexes and warrens, blocky and 
dysfunctional housing projects on a global scale. Everything inhabitants 
needed was produced and delivered within the complex, and often residents 
of these places would spend their entire lives without breathing fresh air or 
seeing real sunlight.

The old Cities were stressed to breaking point and began to fall away into 
disrepair and ruin even during the time of the impending Guardian Departure 

– unbeknownst to mankind. 

Now, they are desolate relics, dangerous but valuable. Scavengers pick 
their way through these places looking to find whatever relics and leftovers 
might have value. It’s a risky business as the ruins are patrolled by packs of 
giant panther-like robotic custodians called Prowlers, put there by the early 
Guardians of the time, to keep people out of these dangerous places. And 
primarily to guard the invaluable super-tech military caches of the old world, 
hidden deep underground.  But the scavengers keep coming back, because 
every now and then someone discovers a rare treasure, some old technology or 
forgotten cache of gems that can set them up for life. Stonerunners maintain 
this delicate counterpoint between secretly monitoring these gypsy scavengers 
and having to act as they do.

Abundant with wildlife, these waterways are the lifelines that inter-connect new towns, isolated villages and
the old city ruins of the distant past, traversing barren wastelands, dense jungles and bountiful plateaus.
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Departure City was never intended to be the capital of the planet, but earned 
that distinctive nickname as the burgeoning inhabitants joked unwittingly 
about leaving the planet.  It resonated with the locals as the Arena fighting 
became a departure of the weak. With millions of people migrating to the 
City, crowds could easily turn violent, so the concept of the Arena was taken 
from a small indie hobby and made into a mainstream form of entertainment 
as a distraction. Ever more complex robots were pitted against one another, 

and so the sport was born. The sport of Arena Battles began to dominate not 
only sporting interests but wider culture as well, until the City, the home of 
the largest Arena of them all, became by default, the capital.

Ironically, Departure City was a highly secretive Guardian spaceport, a 
launching site on the equator, chosen to be the hub of a fleet of massive 
interstellar exit craft readied for their journey back to EFRON. 
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STONERUNNER, our film, takes place in the 4th Millennium - circa 4013

H I S T O R Y  O F  E A R T H  &  T H E  G U A R D I A N S  O F  E F R O N

The ‘Guardians’ as protectors of Earth, have done so for countless Millennia. 

They hail from a sister Planet EFRON, itself a blue planet much like Earth, 
which orbits around the Star known as Deneb, one of the brightest in the 
Northern Cygnus Constellation of The Milky Way. Deneb forms the backbone 
of the Milky Way, the Northern Cross and probable origins of historical 
Religious Orders. 

EFRON is obscured by The Zone of Avoidance, hence these Guardian’s are 
free to traverse the universe. Under the protective shadow of interstellar 
dust particles, they go about their work on myriad exoplanets throughout 
Galaxies of the visible Universe.

As self-appointed ‘Guardians of the Galaxy’, they have had regular millennial 
visitations to Earth throughout its evolution. Guardians delivered a 
galactic cocktail of Rare Earth particles to cultivate and vitalise biological 
development of species on the Planet. Later visitations ushered in measured 
technology to elevate human progress. But escalating human greed, 
malpractice and mismanagement of Earth’s delicate ecosystem and the 
aggressive rise of Artificial Intelligence, forced Guardians to intervene.

T H E  G U A R D I A N  E L I T E

Guardians must remain behind and integrate with mankind to manage over-
population and prevent AI from gaining control.

D N A ,  G E N O M E  M A N I P U L AT I O N

Bio-design was the means by which Guardians would integrate the ‘Human 
Gene’ to create a superior being - a DNA strain of mankind designed to create 
superior thinking, physical performance and penultimate leadership. Guardians 
re-sequenced organisms - chromosomal, mitochondrial, and chloroplastic and 
adjusted human DNA profiles to refine optimal species performance.

The subordinate human species being originally modelled from the Guardians, 
easily enabled their genetic re-engineering of a super-class Guardian Elite - 
classified and monitored via a Secret Order of the Realm.

With a minimum life span over five times that of humans, further extensions 
may occur through cryogenic-chamber emersion - a type of physical healing 
hibernation.

Having genetically re-engineered DNA they are as humans though physically 
taller, stronger, extremely agile, and super-intelligent. Their power to self-
heal is an inherent biological trait, though injuries may take many years.

T H E  M I D  2 N D  M I L L E N N I U M

Earth was in a state of relative peace and quietude. Believing their current 
objectives were fulfilled, the Guardians began to congregate over time at their 
purpose-built Departure City, to begin a stealthy migration back to ‘the stars’. 

But mankind was unwittingly attracted to their hi-tech city, its tranquillity and 
subliminal ‘other-worldliness’. 

Severe overcrowding ensued over the centuries, frustrating clandestine 
attempts by the Guardian Elite to secretly exit via spacecraft bunkered deep 

underground. To quell deep-seated frustrations of accumulating crowds, 
Guardians built massive Arenas in which to host Robotic gladiator battles; 
much like they did in Roman times.

This served a multitude of purposes in that it harnessed large crowds which 
kept them from roaming streets and enclaves and thereby reduced random 
crime enabled humanity to increasingly engineer advanced levels of robotic 
technology and AI defused growing tensions through over-population 
provided distractions at the Arenas which helped Guardians with their 
secretive pursuit of interstellar exit. An unpredictable consequence was that 
AI eventually picked up on this by meticulous algorithmic deduction and set 
about the construct to impede their exodus. Even still, humankind was not 
aware of these Guardian Elite beings nor their plans.

With exponential integration of human and Artificial Intelligence an 
irrepressibly advanced level of evil AI militaristic weaponry came into being. 
The Guardians deduced mankind’s Artificial Construct was hell-bent on 
absolute destruction of both the human race AND as such, themselves. Now 
compromised, The Guardians could not divulge their own existence, nor access 
or modify the AI that permeated mankind. There was no other option but to 
secretly manufacture super-tech Robotic War-machines with vicious Prowler 
frontline aggressors to counteract mankind’s AI robotic weaponry. As well 
they must remove this un-Earthlike AI that would stop at nothing to usurp 
control and suppress, no, exterminate mankind from within.

Now, given that Arena fights had helped advance mankind’s own militaristic 
battle-bots and weapons, it was essential that Guardians create highly 
sophisticated ‘Interstellar’ Robot’s to obliterate human technology and keep 
the balance in check.
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Since Guardian Elite comprise of interstellar DNA, they have the internal capacity 
to regenerate massive physical energy. As a consequence, the symbiote Robots 
they created could not be captured and used by mankind without their eventual 
death, due to the exhaustive depletion of a human’s physical-core energy.

The outcome:

The resulting backlash by AI had a catastrophic impact on the planet. Guardian 
Elite now had no option but to stem militaristic aggression and rampant over-
population with its heavy depletion of Earth’s essential resources, and to quash 
the impending AI uprise with its vile, unemotional plot to completely annihilate 
an unwitting mankind.

It was already TOO LATE. 

The next galactic visitation was not for another 500 years, so it was up to Earth’s 
Guardian Elite to intervene.

T H E  G R E AT  U P H E A V A L

A cataclysmic war eventuated known as The Great Upheaval. AI turned on 
mankind, annihilating cities and with them, human life. Guardians fought 
off the weaker human techno-forces with Symbiote Robots and Prowlers, 
then systematically disrupted the AI – leaving it to collapse over centuries of 
unattended ruin.

With much of the planet devastated, Guardian Elite hid their technology deep 
in ruined cities, far down in massive anti-chamber caches, protected for the 
remaining millennia by The Prowlers. Myriad anti-chambers were manufactured 
throughout the land to contain cryogenic-chambers with integrated photonic 
timers and holographic multi-threaded memories to reconnect and reconstruct 

Guardian Elite on their next programmed awakening. Guardian support teams 
known as the Old Guard, were chartered with the responsibility to support 
the remnants of mankind and to nurture and regenerate a scarred Earth. As 
Guardians of the planet, they would also protect the super-technology, despite 
not knowing the exact locations. 

Over time, the Old Guard divided into protectors and technologists; the former 
would police and maintain Order among the tribes and uphold the title of Old 
Guard. The latter would tend to the land and to technological re-development. 
Roaming the world as gypsies, they barter traded in superficial tech at subdued 
levels that enabled the human race to once again evolve in constrained 
measures. Their underlying agenda being to divert attention away from the 
Ruins under which lay well hidden hi-tech caches and cryo-chamber vaults.

These Guardians became known as the STONERUNNERS.

S T O N E R U N N E R S

STONERUNNERS are the historic second-tier Guardians left to ensure their 
technology would not find its way into the hands of humankind following mass 
destruction brought about by The Great Upheaval. Stonerunners, electively 
endowed by the Old Guard elders, had the responsibility of patrolling historic 
city Ruins, seeking out superficial technology to sell, while maintaining a strict 
vigilance over sectors where they believed their hi-tech was safely cached. 

T H E  4 T H  M I L L E N N I U M

The world had healed. Sophisticated new technologies and multi-cultural 
societies had evolved; some embracing the technical world, others shunning 
it. New cities and towns grew along networks of waterways and canals that 

linked them through barren, rugged wastelands, flourishing meadows and 
steaming jungles. ‘New age’ tribes chose to live in rural hinterlands divided by 
these rivers and lakes. 

The practice of Arena competitions had been gently re-introduced by 
Stonerunner Tribes under the watchful eye of the Old Guard so as to encourage 
technical evolution, while giving Stonerunners financial and meaningful 
purpose.

All Regions came together, a governing super-city was built and The Triumvirate 
was formed to consolidate the three key Regions under the watchful construct of 
the Old Guard. The timing was deliberate so as to coincide with the forthcoming 
arrival of the Guardian Elite at the dawning of the 4th Millennium Clock, when 
cryo-chambers would once again release their encumbered occupants.

But due to a massive tectonic plate shift, subsequent high-velocity earth 
tremors dislodged some cryo-chambers that fell and crashed - opening earlier 
than originally programmed by their in-built photonic clocks. Others jammed 
and shut down.

Unfortunately, the multi-threaded holographic memory blocks installed in 
these cryogenic chambers where spoiled by seepage due to this disruption, 
ahead of their due time stamp; the result being major damage to the Guardian 
Elite’s Millennial History Map; the holographic Library of All Things.

It was through this tectonic event that the Devaney’s, Leaders of The Guardian 
Elite, their baby son Tyson, and their Elite support team including Octavio, 
Avina and a number of others, came into being - once again.

 

T H E  T R I U M V I R AT E  A N D  R U L I N G  E L I T E

Ensconced in The Triumvirate Tower through subtle engineering and 
manipulation by the Stonerunners and the Old Guard, this renewed Guardian 
Elite established their leadership and vision, further uniting tribes and 
uplifting their quality of life, while filtering out the rogues, corrupt officials 
and enforcers. 

Harmony prevailed for ten years until…

Three years ago in 4010, a massive unexpected X-Ray Binary Flare blasted out 
from NML Cygni, one of the largest stars ever known to humankind, causing 
all photonic security and holographic surveillance measures to fail for a short 
time. 

Circuitry faults occurred for the first time ever in The Triumvirate Tower, which 
allowed a momentous incursion by a non-Guardian. During this security lapse 
a cunning and devious 2-IC called Delacorte who was intentionally employed 
and monitored by Avina, one of The Guardian Elite, found he had accidental 
access to highly protected sectors of the Triumvirate Penthouse. 

Cautiously the wily non-Guardian Delacorte, sneaked through winding 
Penthouse corridors that lead off to a quiet anti-chamber overlooking a 
massive rooftop garden. A private security door had sprung ajar on the 
Guardian rooftop headquarters, enabling Delacorte to eavesdrop on a 
discussion between two adults and a young boy. The backs of the man and 
woman are towards him so he can only see the boy’s face through the gap of 
the door. Not knowing who they are, he listens intently to the Devaney’s in 
strategic discussion with their young son Tyson.
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It is Tyson’s 10th Birthday, and through Elite custom in coming-of-age 
awakening, it is their protocol to explain their origins and duties as Guardians 
and custodians of the planet.

Delacorte hears of an astounding interstellar communications hub hidden 
deep in an underground vault somewhere in the Ruined Protectorate of 
Valdare, (where our story is partly centred). Deep, deep underground, these 
hidden chambers known as The Caches are guarded by the vestiges of super-
interstellar warfare technology – Prowlers; created and left behind for the 
next revisit by way of a Cryogenic awakening of the Guardians.

Delacorte is totally beside himself, in absolute shock. Who are these people? 
And how can he get his hands on their super technology? He must devise a plan 
to seek out these hidden caches and these so-called mythical Prowlers, then 
instigate HIS revolution. He won’t let on about The Guardians as he believes 
mankind may support their humane stewardship.

NO! He must find a devious means to subjugate the human population and 
drive these other ‘Humans?” out – who or whatever they are.

Delacorte engineers his way into heading up an investigation of so-called 
‘Mythical Prowlers’ and caches – under the watchful eye of Avina, with the 
pretext of protecting The Triumvirate – and unaware of her Guardian role. 
Cunningly, he does not divulge his eventual discovery of Prowler caches, nor his 
fusion of multiple Prowler nano-circuitry to manipulate their total submission 
and subsequent control of these killing machines. In shorter than expected time, 
he manages to instigate his Coup. In the process, his subordinates unwittingly 
capture and imprison the Devaney parents, without knowledge of their status.

Octavio, as Tyson’s mentor, manages to save him in the nick of time and the two 
have taken refuge with the Stonerunners on the outskirts of the Ruins.

O U R  S T O R Y  B E G I N S

It is due to Delacorte’s massive and seemingly urgent excavations of these 
particular Ruins that the Stonerunners are drawn to them (and hence our 
story begins)

Tyson under the watchful eye and guidance of Octavio, happens across one of 
these Prowlers – rumours have always been of their existence and purpose – 
Tyson’s father and mother confirmed their existence on his birthday. No-one 
has ever seen a Symbiote Robot or even knows if they existed.

Tyson’s personal mission now is to locate one – since he heard that Prowlers 
protected them – and to find a means to rescue his mother and father.

On one of his guided missions by Octavio among the Ruins, Tyson is in a life-or-
death chase by Prowlers when he accidentally happens upon a Massive Anti-
Chamber that hosts these giant Cryo-chambers.

WE NOTE: The broken ones.

Too young to recall, Tyson is unaware that these were the one’s from which 
he and his parents and a number of others have now come from. They were 
timed and triggered for certain dates in the future – NOW.

He is overcome by an emotional feeling of presence – and believing he is 
close to something of significance he continues exploring. The environment 
comes alive. Heat sensors power up around him, illuminating floor panels 
and triggering holographic consoles. An image sequence plays out from one. 
Fascinated, he watches in awe until a cybernetic growl of a nearby Prowler 
jolts him into action. Quickly he downloads a data transmission from the 
console to the glint-screen on his wrist and runs for cover. Out-manouvering a 

Prowler, he is confronted by yet another – perhaps he has stumbled on to this 
hi-tech cache after all.

M I S S I O N  O F  T H E  G U A R D I A N  E L I T E

The objective of his parents mission on re-entering the human race, is to 
locate the communications control centre and massive ionic transmitter with 
which to signal EFRON that their next coming is due, as once again, Earthly 
technology is getting to a point where self-destruction, or worse, planetary 
annihilation could occur.

As the objective of the Guardian Elite is to supervise the well-being of 
the Planet for its own good unbeknownst to its inhabitants, this has now 
been foiled due to Delacorte’s Coup, and the consequences of this may be 
catastrophic for the Guardians, their divulgence to the human race, and their 
inability to further communicate with EFRON if their communications tech is 
discovered.

With the recent incarceration of Leaders of the Guardian Elite and emaciation 
of their Old Guard, the situation has become grim. Delacorte is very much 
aware of their objectives and desperate to locate this super-tech first; to 
destroy their device and subsequently to suppress the population for his own 
divisive plans.

Tyson is unfulfilled; the history of his origins was disrupted by Delacorte.

Tyson’s parents on the day of his auspicious TEN YEAR OLD ‘coming-of-age’ 
birthday, where telling him of his origins and some history of their galactic 
mission, when a massive solar flare disrupts the Triumvirate Towers energy 
systems – superior as it is, circuitry overloads leaving previously inaccessible 
areas open and extremely vulnerable.
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Simultaneously, Delacorte, ever the opportunist, and Avina’s 2IC, is on his 
way to meet with Avina at her Triumvirate quarters and tell her of his Prowler 
discovery. A damaged Prowler and nearby a section of what appears to be a 
portion or an arm-segment of some unearthly Robot form.

As the solar flare washes across, he happened upon a massive door, slightly 
ajar and decided to investigate. Emerging from a darkened corridor, he saw 
and heard The Leaders of The Triumvirate, people he had only ever seen in 
Holograms. They were talking to a young boy. He listened in for what seemed 
like an hour, until the flicker of security systems re-set and he made a run for 
the door.

Tyson’s folks had been explaining his role in the ordinance of all things, and 
how his mentor Octavio was one of them and his Chief Protector. They said 
that certain memory codes have been irretrievably damaged by the broken 
cryo-chambers, wiping out locations of super-tech cache coordinates and of 
course their interstellar communications plant.

His father begins to tell him of their superior intellect which is used to enhance 
the resources of Earth for its betterment and that the time is coming for the 
next visitation from EFRON. An intruder alarm suddenly howls disrupting 
their conversation and they hastily make their way to a safer haven off the 
room.

It is not until Tyson’s discovery of the Robot and its subsequent presentation 
to Avina at her secret underwater Laboratory, that its Holographic Memory 
Display helps her put some historic evidence together - this, combined with 
Tyson’s short visual bites from his glint-screen download, the device he has 
now lost during a skirmish. 

Delacorte’s Coup has thrown the entire Guardian trajectory off skew; it’s not 
safe to search out the Photonic Mindframe and Communications Centre to fill 
in the missing pieces of their overall mission objectives. It will have to wait. 

The race is now on - Delacorte versus the Guardians. 

Not only must he be stopped at all costs, but silenced too, so as not to thwart 
the millennia-old mission objectives of the Guardians of EFRON. 
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